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he called his treatise, in endeavoring to create a method
whereby anyone could attain all the knowledge of which
the human mind was capable, undertook far too much,
and resulted in a purely mechanical procedure. Briefly
stated, his plan was, after ridding the mind of individual
prejudices, to observe and carefully tabulate lists of all the
facts of nature, and from these discover the underlying
law by comparing the cases where a certain phenomenon
appears and where it does not. By this method neither
Bacon himself nor anyone else has ever made any real
contribution to science. The true method of induction,
which was evident even in the work of Kepler, and came
to be more so in the discoveries of Harvey and Newton,
stresses rather the part played by scientific imagination,
as it is manifested by men of genius in the forming of an
hypothesis. Nevertheless, while Bacon did not formulate
the inductive method of modern science, he largely helped
to rid the times of an unwise dependence upon a priori
reasoning, and he did call attention to the necessity of
careful observation and experimentation.
Bacon's suggestions and Ratich's methods. — Bacon
was not a teacher, and his treatment of educational
problems appears in brief and scattered passages. But,
while he plans no serious modification in the existing
organization of schools, he does in his New Atlantis imply
an interest in promoting scientific research and higher
education. In the ideal society depicted in that work, he
describes an organization of scholars called "Salomon's
House," whose members in their investigations anticipate
much that scientists and inventors have today only just
begun to realize. From this description Bacon would
seem to believe that education should be organized upon
the basis of society's gradually accumulating a knowledge

